Speaking Topics: Gwilda Wiyaka

Ancient Practice, Modern Times
Delving into the ancient practice of shamanism, why it has been around and viable for over
50,000 years, and its usefulness in modern times
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What is shamanism
Common misconceptions about shamanism
Shamanism as a multi-cultural practice
What is the difference between shamanism and religion
Living shamanism VS dogmatic applications
The scientific principles behind shamanism
Hidden shamanistic skills used in the modern world
Why we need shamanism today
Shamanic applications: yesterday, today and tomorrow
Shamanism as a tool for transformation
Who can be a shaman

Birth, Life, Death, Crossing and Beyond
Birth, life, death and crossing are experiences we all go through, yet there is relatively little
known about them. Most every culture on the planet has a shamanic practice at its roots. All
shamanic practices have a provision for ushering souls in and out of this reality. What can be
learned from these ancient practices that can help us today as we transition in and out of the
world we know?
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Where do we come from
What determines the family into which we are born
How can we assist the gestation and birth process through shamanic means
Is our life predestined
What is free will
How can shamanism help us live more conscious lives
What determines when we die
What do the Bardo and Purgatory have in common
Why do we experience a life review
What is psychopomping
Where do we go

The Ancestors and Descendants
All shamanic traditions honor the ancestors and descendants, taking responsibility for how our
actions impact both up to the seventh generation and beyond. Modern science is now
discovering that our DNA and genetics are not set in stone but malleable, responding to our
traumas and our will while passing both forward and backward from generation to generation.
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Why did so many traditions revere their ancestors, to the point they would carry their
bones with them when relocating
Why are burial grounds considered sacred
What is ancestral damage
What did the ancients know about the passing on of trauma through the DNA
What shamanic practices are designed to remove ancestral trauma from DNA
How much of our personality, expression and actions are dictated by our ancestry
Can we reclaim more of our free will through shamanic means
Can personal healing impact not only our descendants but also our ancestors
What is happening today on the planet that makes the DNA more malleable
How can our actions and personal healing impact tomorrow
What impact can we have even if we don’t have children ourselves

The Ancient Power of Dreaming
Sleeping and dreaming are mysterious ways we all spend at least one third of our lives, yet
today, little is known of the purpose and power of dreams. All shamanic practices use dreams,
both spontaneous and interactive, in multiple ways to discern future events, process past ones
and consciously manifest the future.
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What are dreams
What different kinds of dreams are there
What is the purpose of dream interpretation
Can we direct our dreams and what purpose would it serve to do so
What has been the impact of the modern day tendency to disregard dreams
Can dreams be precognitive
How can we use our dreams to glean accurate information about future events
Can we change outcome of a precognitive dream
What is a daydream
What is dream sharing
How do we manifest through our dreams
Do we dream our reality into being

The Hidden Dynamic of Story Telling
All shamanic practices have stories, myth and legends that have been passed down through the
lineage through oral tradition across the ages. While often seen as superstitious or a form of
entertainment by anthropologists, these stories have the power to engage the listener on deep,
unconscious levels, opening them up to possibility and eliminating mental blocks and
limitations.
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What are personal stories
How can rewriting out personal stories transmute our lives
What are cultural stories
How can embracing stories expand our concept of possibility
Can we manifest through stories

Additional Topics

Shamanism and the Nature of Reality
Physics tells us that more than 90% of the universe is beyond human perception. That would
indicate that our current reality is comprised of 10% of all that is. What if we had a way of
viewing more of the “quantum soup” – of the unseen? How would that change our concept of
what is and is not possible? The ancient practice of shamanism is an organized set of rituals
designed to enable the practitioner to view and manage matter at the quantum level. The
hidden power of shamanism has long been overlooked.

Synchronicity and Omenology
What we speak of today as coincidence or synchronicity was and is used by shamanic practices
as a viable form of omenology. Shamanism is both earth and stellar based and therefore in tune
with the currents moving in perfect concert through all things. Shamanic practices read the
signs in nature to predict personal and universal trends and events with amazing accuracy.

Ghosts and Spirits from a Shamanic Perspective
In current times, EMF meters, infrared photography, ghost hunters and mediums abound, yet it
is amazing how little we really know about the unseen aspects of our world. While we chase the
ever elusive ghost, it is important to bear in mind that all spirits are not created the same. In
some instances, we may be the very ghosts we seek.

Remote Viewing, Out of Body Travel and Bilocation as Elementary Shamanic
Skills
Increasingly, the validity of OBEs, bilocation and remote viewing is being entertained by
parapsychologists and researchers. While much of the phenomena is spontaneous, such as
disassociation, there is evidence we bilocate in our dreams and there are now schools that
successfully teach remote viewing. Amazingly, shamanic practices worldwide have employed all
the above as basic skills across the ages.

Magic, Alchemy and Manifestation Through Shamanism

Everything Expresses According to Frequency and Shaman are Frequency
Masters

Shamanism, Transcendence and the Evolution of Consciousness

The Medicine Man and the Medical Intuitive

Curses, Enchantments and Other Modern Day Bindings

The Art and Power of Shamanic Ceremony

Walking Between Worlds: The Shamanic Trance

Shamanic Initiation and Modern Day Awakenings

Denial and the Shamanic World of Shadows

Rites of Passage from a Shamanic Perspective

Power Animals, Helping Spirits and Neuroplasticity

Reincarnation or Genetic Memory

Shamanism and Astrology

Archetypes as Shamanic Tools

Gifted: Natural Born Shaman in the Modern World

Shamanism and Intuition

Across the Ages: The Many Faces of Shamanism

Come Down from the Stars: Star Beings and Shamanic Ritual

***For further descriptions on speaking topics contact us at:
touchin@findyourpathhome.com

